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Ceramic Interpretations of Places around us
This exhibition is a culmination of the many happy and interesting
hours we three ceramic artists have spent together over the past three
years, exploring iconic places and everyday nooks and crannies of this
unique place we all call home.
Kampong Glam’s songket sellers, Katong’s custodians of Peranakan
traditions, Arab Street’s textile merchants – they were all repositories
of treasured stories of old Singapore we met in our quest to gather
material for our ceramic retellings. These field trips were certainly not
without enjoyment: we got to relive wondrous childhood excursions
to Haw Par Villa, partook in delicious Indian street food such as pani
puri in Little India, marvelled at beautifully preserved shophouses
along Joo Chiat, and explored Chinatown with the help of a guide.
Trips to various Heritage Centres and museums offered us further
valuable insights into the life, history and people of this multicultural
island city-state.
The process of researching for and creating these works has given
each of us the opportunity to better understand and appreciate the
fascinating melting pot of culture, tradition, religion, customs, cuisines
and crafts that is Singapore. The fact that our individual, culturally
distinct heritages are also manifest in these ceramic interpretations has
made it all the more interesting and rewarding to us.
We are honoured that our mentor Dr Iskandar Jalil has kindly
allowed us to show one of his early works for this exhibition. It
reminds us to always hang on to the beginner’s humility and spirit of
openness we had all started with when we first embarked on our
ceramic journeys together.
Our bonding with and through clay has given us much joy and
fulfilment over the years, and we truly hope to share that with
you through our work. We invite you to join us in this journey of
discovering our Singapore stories.

The ceramic art collective Bonding with Clay was formed in 2015, when
artists Hetty Lie-Schricke, Hiroko Mita and Vinata Goswamy came up with
the idea of marking the 10-year milestone of their synchronous journeys
in clay with an exhibition.
Their ceramic beginnings harken back to 2006, when the three then
museum docents met at a series of introductory classes led by master
potter Dr Iskandar Jalil at Jalan Bahar Clay Studios (JBCS). None of them
would have predicted then that they would each be working out of their
own individual studios at JBCS one day.
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In the process of developing and discovering their individual styles and
preferences over the past 12 years, the three artists have shared and learnt
a lot from one another. A predilection for experimentation with local clays
and glazes reveals the continued influence of their mentor, Dr Iskandar,
while their distinct backgrounds and cultural heritages permeates through
and distinguishes each artist’s work.
With this inaugural exhibition of Bonding with Clay, the three artists hope
to convey and share what they have been blessed enough to receive: the
joy and wonder of clay.
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Hiroko Mita
Pani Puri, 2017
H 15.5 x 29 x 31 cm
The detailed, intricate beauty
of mehndi, an ancient form of
Indian body art, is expressed
within the form of a popular
Indian street snack, pani puri.

Hetty Lie-Schricke
Joget, 2017
H 33 x 24.5 x 18 cm
A favourite amongst
Peranakan nyonyas,
the Joget is a popular
traditional Malay dance
commonly performed
at wedding celebrations,
cultural festivals and
other social functions.

Vinata Goswamy
Watchman of SJI, 2017
H 22 x 16 x 16 cm
Inspired by the old ghostly tale of a Sikh
watchman who purportedly roamed the
grounds of the former St Joseph’s Institution
(now housing the Singapore Art Museum)
after he died while on duty.

